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The John Molson Sports Marketing Committee (JMSM) is a nonprofit
student organization representing Concordia University in Montreal, QC.
Our student group is committed to providing students with knowledge,
exposure, and connections to the sports business industry.

OUR CONFERENCE
The John Molson Sports Business Conference is a three-day event hosted in
the heart of Montreal. It features two dozen distinguished sports
industry executives and welcomes over 400+ sports business impassioned
students from across North America, who aspire to pursue careers in the
industry.

With 25 great iterations, and a 26th conference on the horizon, the John
Molson Sports Business Conference has given students the chance to
broaden their sports business knowledge, interact with sports business
professionals, and network with fellow delegates & corporate partners,
all while taking in everything the city of Montreal has to offer.
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Statistics from the 2019 John Molson Sports Business Conference
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TITLE SPONSOR
We offer flexibility for title sponsorship; you can request changes to the
following package. The title sponsor includes: two panels, one workshop,
one networking booth, CV's of delegates, two activation booths, and
additional advertising opportunities.

CASE COMPETITION SPONSOR
Your company will have access to some of the
most brilliant and motivated students, who
will work in teams to solve one of your
company's biggest challenges. Based on your
criteria and guidelines, all competing
delegates will present their ideas and new
perspectives to a panel of judges,
accompanied by their written reports.

PANEL SPONSOR
Speakers perform 1-hour live discussions in
front of a crowd of delegates. Your company
will be featured on the stage banners, the
large projector screens, and appear in our
live social media activity during the panel.
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ACTIVATION BOOTHS &
RECRUITMENT OPPORTUNITIES

This sponsorship opportunity provides a more
personal approach, allowing company
representatives to feature their products,
services, or recruitment campaigns to the over
400 university students that are in attendance.
These are especially effective because of the
target audiences we attract and the
concentration of bright young talent.

COCKTAIL SPONSOR

Following our opening ceremony and first
panel, we host a networking cocktail.
Approximately 100 students participate in the
cocktail to network amongst each other and
with the company representatives in
attendance. JMSM also hosts a recruitment
cocktail, limited to 30 passionate attendees,
providing more focused interactions.

IN-KIND

this sponsorship opportunity consists of
giving in-kind products such as lanyards, gift
bags, promotional products,etc. This
opportunity is good for gaining exposure
from all our delegates and speakers at the
conference.
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Our social media platforms have been growing over the years and we’ve
become influencers in the student population of Concordia and with other
sports industry enthusiasts internationally. Work with our social media
team to communicate your company's message to our passionate followers.
Our team can also provide you with updated detailed analytics for post
engagement and demographics.
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SPEAKER RELEASE
Leading up to our conference, we release
announcement graphics for all speakers
presenting at our conference. With 25 highlevel speakers, your company can be a
featured sponsor of these releases, providing
great exposure.
In 2021, our speaker release for the president of team business operation, david
hopkinson , had a reach of 1,701 unique users on Facebook and instagram.

PROMOTION THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA

Your company can use our social media platforms to provide promotions,
recruitment opportunities, and more. Whether for our conference or
during the school year, if your company wishes to promote themselves
through our platforms, we will accommodate to your requests.
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WHICH SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
INTERESTS YOU?
Case Competition
Panel Sponsor
Activation Booths & Recruitment
Cocktails Sponsor
Title Sponsor
2 panels
1 workshop
1 networking booth
CV's of delegates
2 activation booths
Additional advertising

SOCIAL MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES
speaker releases
promotion through social media
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I truly appreciated the constant communications and
professionalism you showed towards Allstate and myself. I will
remember our excellent experience with you at JMSM".
Daniel Perri - AllState, Head of Marketing, Quebec

Thank you for taking the time to expressyour gratitude. We enjoyed
supporting the conference. You all did a great job. We felt the
effort of organization for this event.
Vincent Proulx - City of Pointe-Claire, Head of Human Resources

If any sponsorship opportunities interest your company or if you'd like to
request more information regarding other offerings, please do not
hesitate to contact us!

VP CORPORATE RELATIONS

JMSM26

Phone number: 613 406-7817
email: ian.scott@jmsm.ca
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ianescott/
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